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Too often sales professionals approach their customer with the faulty mindset that sales is something 
they do to their customer rather than with them

Franklin Covey has a simple sales philosophy : the more you focus on helping your clients succeed, the 
more you will succeed.

With the Helping Clients Succeed sales methodology, buyers get the solutions they need in a way they 
feel good about, while salespeople are able to shorten their sales cycles, grow their accounts, close 
more deals, improve margins, and win more loyal clients

FranklinCovey’s Sales process help sales leaders :

• Sharpen sales execution and reinforce leadership 
and individual skills.

• Initiate and qualify opportunities, win deals, and 
grow revenue through a process of assessment, 
development, execution, and measurement.

• Improve their planning, process, and pipeline 
management.

Organization apply the FranklinCovey’s Helping 
Clients Succeed program to :

• Help sales professionals consistently execute a 
consultative sales methodology.

• Teach sales forces to engage in complex selling 
environments or transition to selling on value.

• Coach sales professionals on specific deals.
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A New and E�ective Approach to Prospecting With a 
Measurable Return on Investment

There’s a lot of "good stu�" available to sales professionals with 
regards to sales training. The secret is finding a way to get good at 
doing the good stu�! 

Helping Clients Succeed®: Filling Your Pipeline™ employs an expert-
designed playbook process to help sales professionals apply what 
they learned over the course of 12 weeks to ensure sustained 
behavior change. 

THE KNOWING-DOING GAP

“ Nowhere in the sales 
process do a few minutes 
of dialogue more quickly 
determine whether we 
continue or end our 
relationship than during 
the initial interaction.”

RANDY ILLIG, 
COAUTHOR, LET’S GET 
REAL OR LET’S NOT PLAY

Helping Clients Succeed: Filling Your Pipeline was designed to 
guarantee a clear and significant return on investment. From start 
to finish, participants work on current deals while tracking and 
reporting their progress.

OUR PROMISE: You and your sales team can get significantly 
better at filling your pipeline as you apply the mindsets, skillsets, 
and toolsets of top performers over the course of 12 weeks.

RETURN ON INVESTMENT
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Hundreds of calls, dozens of emails, and only a handful 
of appointments to show for it—it’s frustrating!

What if there was an e�ective, predictable 
approach to prospecting that could turn the 
cycle around and generate unprecedented 
conversion rates—would you be interested?



HOW QUALIFIED ARE THE OPPORTUNITIES IN YOUR TEAM’S PIPELINE?
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Over the past 15 years, FranklinCovey has worked 
with thousands of sales teams all over the world and 
studied what the top performing sales professionals 
do as a matter of habit. Helping Clients Succeed®: 
Qualifying Opportunities™ is designed to help sales 
teams consciously replicate these best practices in 
order to achieve superior results in qualifying their 
deals.

Qualifying Opportunities helps sales professionals 
quickly and e�ectively identify good opportunities 
in their pipelines and significantly decrease ‘pipeline 
fiction’ by eliminating the weak ones. The results 
are less time chasing the wrong deals, more time 
focusing on the right deals, and dramatic decreases 
in the overall cost of sales.

In regards to sales training, there is a lot of "good stu�" to choose 
from. The challenge isn't finding it, the challenge is helping your sales 

In order to help sales professionals get good at qualifying 
opportunities, Helping Clients Succeed employs an expert-designed 
playbook system that allows sales teams to practice and apply 
proven best-practices over the course of 12 weeks.

THE KNOWING-DOING GAP

Qualifying Opportunities was designed to guarantee a clear and 
significant return on investment. From start to finish, participants 
work on current deals while tracking and reporting their progress.

OUR PROMISE: You and your sales team can get significantly better 
at qualifying opportunities in and out of your pipeline as you apply 
the mindsets, skillsets, and toolsets of top performers over the 
course of 12 weeks.

RETURN ON INVESTMENT
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INFLUENCE DECISIONS TO ACHIEVE WIN-WIN OUTCOMES
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how your solution will help your client get what they want and need. 
In this program you will learn how to win deals more consistently by 
applying the skillsets of top performers.

• They sell with the intent to achieve win-win outcomes.

• They skillfully prepare and create the conditions for good decision 
making in every client meeting.

• They spend less time talking at the client and more time discussing 
with the client those decisions that will best serve the client's 
needs.

• They follow a simple, reliable process for good decision making.

THE SOLUTION
OUR CLIENTS HAVE REPORTED:

...and more!

Research from CSO Insights 2011 showed that only 
one out of six sales presentations had greater than 
a 50/50 chance of resulting in a sale. We feel many 
salespeople—even solid professionals—lose a sale for 
two common reasons:

1. Many sales presentations are lost before they are 
even given. Salespeople present to open the sales 
cycle rather than presenting to close.

2. The sales presentations are information rich and 
decision poor. The presentations end in “thanks a 
lot,” “we’ll think about it,” or “Hey—could you leave us 
some of the PowerPoint slides?” Critically, no decision 
is made.
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